Quantum Physics II:
Scripture God and the Supernatural
By Bev Robinson
INTRODUCTION
One of the reasons I believe God has me teaching on the quantum physics as
it relates to Scripture and the supernatural is this: New Age, other philosophies
and religions are teaching quantum physics principles which helps explain the
supernatural. The Church as a whole is not teaching on miracles or the
supernatural.

If one thinks about it we should be the ones teaching on the supernatural not
other religions or philosophies. We born again Christians believe God knew
from the beginning that that He would send Jesus for us. He lived , was
crucified, resurrected from the dead and is now in heaven. We have the Holy
Spirit alive within and on us, teaching, comforting, guiding us into all truth.
SO THIS IS WHY WE SHOULD UNDERSTAND QUANTUM PHYSICS
It is very important to me because science was my obstacle in coming to
Christ. I majored in chemistry and microbiology in college. There are millions
who may not have an interest in science like me but who have been
indoctrinated and flooded with doubt and unbelief in school, radio or TV.
Quantum physics is a branch of science now being used to prove Scripture.
Does Scripture need proving maybe not to you. But it is sure helpful to people
who know there is a supernatural unseen world. They are searching and
believe that Church has nothing to do with the supernatural. My prayer is that
someone surfing the internet will find these articles and I can help in some way
with them finding a loving powerful healing God.
I can remember when television and movies were thought by some as evil and
Christians better leave them alone. But that is a stick your head in the sand
attitude. These are some of the best forms of communication of Christianity.
So it is the same with quantum physics.
Annette Capps the daughter of Charles Capps a father in teaching on faith has
written a mini book called “Quantum Faith.” It is an excellent brief but simple
and completely understandable book. David Van Koevering who is a physicist
and who I taught with recently has some wonderful books and CDs out.
Google them on the internet if you want to do further study on quantum physics
and how it relates to Scripture. Both are strong Christians who have a real
grasp of quantum physics and Scripture.

SO WHAT IS QUANTUM PHYSICS?
The definition of a quantum in physics is the smallest the discrete quantity of a

physical property. So in short quantum physics is the study of subatomic
particles.
There are two kinds of physics.
1. Classical physics- which teaches the universe acts like machine clockwork
2. Quantum physics - which teaches the universe acts like a live organism
Which physics is right? Both are right. Physics encompasses both the
classical and the quantum.
In Scripture there is a similar thing. The universe is described as a clockwork
machine like classical physics and also is described as responsive like as a
living organism. Psalm 104:19, tells of the order of the sun and moon which
acts like machine clockwork. Joshua 10:12-13, tells of Joshua speaking to
the sun and moon to stand still for one day thus disrupting the order of machine
clockwork action.
So my purpose in these articles is to show how quantum physics, Scripture and
the supernatural relate to each other. Let me give a little history.
Max Planck (1858-1947), German physicist and Nobel laureate, who was the
originator of the quantum theory which postulated that energy is radiated in
small, discrete units, which he called quanta. Developing his quantum theory
further, he discovered a universal constant of nature, which came to be known
as Planck's constant. This states that the smallest amount of space and time
in the universe is as follows:
10-33 centimeters is the small amount of space
10-43 seconds is the smallest amount of time
At the smallest amount of space and time there is not more matter but instead
there is information, or possibilities. So at the lowest state of reality there are
ideas and concepts. At that place in space and time, David Van Covering says
it is like a froth bubbling up. I have read somewhere else it is also like bubble
wrap. We can connect with this froth or bubbles, and find God’s information or
possibilities for the way we live life. These are the particles or waves of
potentialities that God has available for living our life.
This is my understanding. God has made each an individual with certain gifts
and talents, and said He has a wonderful plan for each life. It is up to each to
find out what it is. He has it readily available to all. He is always reaching out
to us and has all the answers to anything that comes up in our life. It is in that
froth or bubble wrap we find the answers, but He is waiting for us to grasp and
live in the good plan He has ordained.
Let me illustrate. I majored in chemistry because I wanted and was given a
chemistry set when I was 10 or 11 years old. I loved the experiments and
wanted to study this in college but there was no way I could go to. I did not
have money or parents to help me. But my Father God made a way where no
way was possible. He provided jobs and I worked and studied hard. I believed
the possibility that I could. I had great jobs after graduation. I loved my field of
research and diagnostics. But I gave it up for Ras and my children. I was

later saved and loved God, and ministering to other people.
Ras just said, “God told me we are to start writing 1000 word articles.” I have
come full circle to my chemistry set. Writing on science, Scripture, God and
the supernatural. How good is that?
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